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About This Game

MAD-SECTOR

Go back the early nineties with Mad-Sector, a retro shooter that pays homage to the golden era of FPS's! Stuck within an insane
A.I's mind, you must carve your way through a twisting nest of heinous enemies, and hold yourself high above the corpses of

your captors!

WEAPONS: Six main weapons to find and use against the enemy...

LEVELS: Twenty five levels of fast paced retro FPS action spanning two episodes ...

GRAPHICS: Go old-skool with retro 2-D sprites...

GORE: Bucket loads of comical blood and gore. Just like the old days...

ENEMIES: Enough baddies to keep your trigger finger well oiled...

MUSIC: Custom Midi tunes to bop to, while bopping baddies...(composed by Tanner Helland)

DIFFICULTY: This game is HARD, but possible...
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Devs have been on 'vacation' for a looooong time now...
Will adjust review when (if) they get back.

Game is ok, but no updates are being released.
Stay away from this for now.
. The no multiplayer feature sucks. Hasbro did a way better job on the xbox version of this game. If you wanna play risk on pc,
there are decent websites that gives you a lot more options, both in maps and multiplayer .. This is so intense, and fast paced.

it's the Prequel to " Into the Breach"\u2122
- which is the clean up of humanity, after this game.

2 seperate companies indirectly collaborating.

Super graphics, if you know what art is.. Its a neat indie "pixelart" (can we stop with this trend Please?) sort of adventure /
puzzle game.
It play and looks ok, and the story is fair enough. Nothing more.
And of course it got QTE type "puzzles". Main reason i want recomend this game. QTE could have been almost tolareble IF the
prompts didnt dissapear almost before you can see WTF they say or the action is already over. Either play this on a Old slow PC
or use CheatEngine and slow the sequences down a notch or two.

Controlls: Simple. WASD for movement ir arrow keys., QEI for "look/examine, Action, Inventory. (Why can Inventory be a
key closer to the WASDQE? silly.) And H for "Hint".
QTE is QE or Arrow keys.
. This game was a bit of a mixed bag for me: I'm not sure I'd say it's a good game, but I definitely enjoyed playing it. The campy
horror aesthetic and variety of settings made for an enjoyable experience, even if the story itself is fairly bare-bones. The
villain, in particular, I found to be a bit bland, but their voiceover made them an entertaining-enough foe.

Technically, the game is a fine example of a HOG: there's a fair amount of back-and-forth trundling throughout the game, but
the addition of fast travel in the game's map made that much more tolerable than it otherwise would have been. Unfortunately,
this wasn't the case for the bonus chapter, and I found myself repeatedly going back to the start of the game one room at a time,
only to have to return to my last location and repeat the process all over again. That said, the bonus chapter is much shorter (only
8 rooms), and there are no achievements tied to it, so this might not be a problem for you.

All in all, this game definitely has drawbacks, and it could do with a bit more polish. That said, if you're a fan of the genre, or
you're just looking for something to spend 2 hours on, you could do worse than Demon Hunter.. just wasnt much fun. It's a nice
puzzle game which I would recommend to anyone who likes Bomberman and puzzles.
All four characters have different abilities specific to their character, which makes replaying a level different each time.
It's also fun to try and beat the highscores on all levels.. Too short (20 minutes), too linear and too easy point'n click , but it
definitely worth to play for the art design, the cute world and the atmosphere.
I hope they will develop this universe, with more flesh, more background and more difficulty. There's some room for less
childish approach of this.
It's a nice creation. And it's free.. I got this game in a bundle and decided to try it out on a whim. I didn't go into it with very
high expectations and neither should you. Not to say this is a bad game by any means; it's very simple, but still maintains an
entertaining premise that keeps your attention.

You're expected to build bridges in a variety of scenarios using as much supplies as you'd like, however if you want higher
scores at the end of each level, you'll need to make optimal bridges using as little money as possible and minimizing on the use
of expensive parts. This adds a decent strategic aspect of the game for those looking for a little more out of the base idea.
Having this as an optional end-goal is done perfectly as it doesn't force the casual gamer to strain themselves being stuck on a
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certain level due to not having the patience to figure something out.

In all I'd say this game is very entertaining, and it's worth a buy. However I'd strongly reccommend anyone looking to get this
game to utilize their resources if possible and get it in a bundle, or wait until it goes on sale. $10 for this game is a bit steep.. I
like da smily boulder's face: c:
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And again and again and again you play for some blond gal who's investigating some kind of creepy mystery. The stupidity of
her actions is hardly bearable. She can't touch leaves with her bare hands but she can fix broken fan without any tools. She
throws away useful stuff wich she needs later. I have one question for the maker: WHAT'S WRONG WITH YOU? Why can't
you put some logic into your charecters actions? The plot is not bad, i take it, but chain your puzzles with logic and sense. Why
the hell do you need to put your flashlight on the ground in some dark place in the forest? You think this is obvious to do so,
don't you? You just do it all the time in your life? And one more thing. Boiling nails? Are you serious? Seems like nobody gives
a damn 'bout what is going on in this game.. OMFG. This game. I love it.

Srsly. Beautiful artwork. Dialogue that makes me LOL. Music that isn't overbearing but just right. A+++ would play again to get
teh schmexxxy screenies. ;)

No but really! I wish this game was longer in the sense that I want more things to happen! 22 ENDINGS IS INSUFFICIENT.
NEED MOAR.

No really need moar.

Plz. ;___;. Sligthly dissapointing even for its cheap price. My Lady is extremely short visual novel which tells about young lady
in distress and how she is secretly in love with her butler. Meanwhile her mother has totally other plans for her daughter and
invites a young suitor to heat things up.

While the game is decently voice acted, it is very hard to identify with characters because they are both metaphorically and
literally faceless. The thin content of the story simply doesn't provide plot twists or anything mindblowing that would make it a
memorable experince - it just goes on rails and doesn't surprise. And while there is some branches in storyline the endings are
more or less the same excluding the epilogue's popping subtitles in the end.

So as a final verdict I'd say that do not bother unless you are a big fan of the dev who really has done some better titles in steam
than this.. Just awful, I had to double check to make sure this game wasnt made for Virtual reality headsets.. its like a stealty
bomberman. My game never works :( Im on a Mac.. Great derpy game. For only 50 cents, it's definitely something worth the
money, even though the 3D graphics seem like they are from 2003 (if they aren't from 2003 already). Very fun shooter, I had a
lot of fun with this one.. The thing is you can't leave the car, you can only leave the car when doing mission.
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